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Abstract — To help users of P2P communication systems perform better-than-random selection of communication peers, Internet Engineering Task Force standardized the Application Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) protocol. The ALTO provided data-routing cost metric, can be used to rank peers in P2P communication systems. However, the method to derive the data-routing cost metric is undefined by the standard. This paper proposes and evaluates three methods to derive the data-routing cost metric for use in ALTO servers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to an industry forecast [1], Internet video will be the second fastest growing category of IP traffic and will make up to 80% of all consumer Internet traffic by 2020. In 2016, 50% of mobile traffic in the Americas, Asia, and Europe was due to video streaming [2]. One of the viable methods to reduce the load on multimedia servers and content delivery networks is to spread the communications load by employing peer-to-peer (P2P) assistance schemes. This method is well known and is already widely used in systems such as BitTorrent [3]. While there is already a number of protocol proposals for P2P-assisted multimedia streaming [4], deploying such systems for widespread use is not trivial. To provide users with high Quality-of-Experience (QoE), P2P-assisted multimedia streaming systems require timely data delivery, which in turn requires fast data connections between the peers. Connections between the peers should have enough available bandwidth, low packet-loss rate, latency and jitter [5]. However, in P2P-assisted multimedia streaming systems, there is no way for a peer to know the parameters of the data links to other peers a priori.

To help users of P2P-assisted communication systems with the selection of communication peers, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardized the Application-layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) protocol [6]. By using the ALTO protocol together with an ALTO server, peers in a P2P-assisted system can discover the network topology and use this information to rank potential communication peers. Unlike some other previously proposed protocols providing similar service [7]–[9], ALTO is intended to be deployed by the ISPs. Such deployment model allows the ALTO server to have better information about the underlying network and its parameters (for example topology, routing data, links load). While the ALTO protocol specification [6] defines the ALTO information model and the format of the data request and response messages, it leaves the method to derive the data-routing cost-metric undefined.

This paper proposes three data-routing cost-metrics for use in ALTO servers. To test how these metrics impact the QoE of P2P-assisted multimedia streaming, a reference network model was created and emulated using the CORE computer network emulator [10]. The performed tests compare how the startup time and playback continuity are affected by the number of P2P users in the network, background data-traffic levels and method of deriving the ALTO cost-metric. In addition to testing the QoE parameters, the tests also show how using ALTO can localize the data exchanges between the users and reduce the load on the multimedia streaming servers.

II. RELATED WORK

A substantial part of the global Internet traffic is generated by P2P-based data exchange [1]. A big part of previous work in the area [11]–[14] derives the ALTO cost metric from the global Internet topology. This is achieved by counting the number of Autonomous Systems (AS) that are traversed (AS-path length) when data travels between the source and destination addresses.

While the above mentioned papers indicate that such approach reduces data download times and localizes data traffic to the originating-AS, it has several shortcomings. By using the AS-path length as a cost metric, ALTO server hides information about the internals of the network. By doing so, highly congested networks are treated the same way as congestion free networks. Furthermore, using the AS-path length as a peer selection metric does not require an ALTO server. All nodes connected to the Internet can perform a path trace to the remote peer, and calculate the number of AS that the path crosses.

III. ALTO PROTOCOL COST METRICS

The ALTO Problem Statement [15] describes several
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use cases for the ALTO protocol. In all use cases, ALTO services are used to provide applications with information about the underlying network’s topology, in order to perform better-than-random selection of communication peers. This selection is made possible by assigning a cost value to send data from the source peer to the destination peer. If several network peers can serve the same data, then the ALTO cost metric for each source-destination addresses pair (where destination is the node making an ALTO query) can be used to select the best source peer.

As described in the related work section, several previous works in the field used the AS-path length as the ALTO cost metric. To overcome some of the limitation of using AS-path length as a cost metric, this paper proposes three methods to derive the ALTO data routing cost (referred as cost metrics). The following section describes each cost metric and compare them according to the following 4 criteria:

Relative accuracy. The cost metric should reflect the network’s topology and load conditions. The metric should also change, when the network state changes.

Calculation complexity. The cost metric should be fast to calculate to allow short ALTO server response times.

Cacheability. The cost metric, once calculated, should be stored in server’s memory to prevent recalculation.

Interoperability. The cost metric should be calculated in a way, that allows a composite metric (metric for data path crossing several networks) to be calculated.

This work proposes these three cost-metrics: Hops-Routing-Cost (HRC); Ospf-Routing-Cost (ORC) and Path-Residual-Bandwidth (PRB).

The first analyzed metric derives the data-routing cost value from the number of routers along the data-path. This approach follows the routing metric used in the RIP routing protocol [16], albeit without the 15 hops limit. The routing cost metric is increased by 1 for each router that the data passes between the source and destination addresses. This method is referred as Hops-Routing-Cost (HRC). The second metric derives the cost value from the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) used in the ISP’s network. Experiments in this work use Open Shortest-Path First (OSPF) as an IGP protocol, and the cost value is calculated by following the OSPF protocol specification [17]. This metric is referred as Ospf-Routing-Cost (ORC). The third metric derives its cost value from the end-to-end available bandwidth along the data-path [18]. The value of the cost metric is equal to the smallest available single link’s bandwidth in the links that data traverses along the data-path and is referred as Path-Residual-Bandwidth (PRB). For the first two metrics, a path with a lower metric value is preferred to a path with a higher value. For the PRB metric, the relation is the opposite: a path having a higher value is preferred to a path having a lower value.

Among the three metrics, PRB most accurately reflects the current network conditions, as it is derived directly from the network link load values. The ORC metric is less accurate, as it takes into account only the provisioned link capacities and not the actual load. The HRC is the least accurate, because it indicates only the number of crossed routers.

When an ALTO server is deployed in networks with simple topologies, the ORC metric is the easiest to calculate. It can be done by looking up the value in the first router having a full routing table (routes to all network prefixes) along the data path. In complex networks (networks with multiple OSPF areas), the ALTO server will have to trace the complete path between the source and destination addresses. This is due to the fact that routers have full view only of the OSPF area they are operating in. Deriving the HRC value is more computationally demanding, as it requires the ALTO server to always trace the complete data path from the source address to the destination address. When the ALTO server has routing data from all routers in the network, the HRC value can be calculated in linear time, because the shortest-path is already computed by the routers. Calculating the PRB requires most resources: in addition to tracing the data path between the source and destination addresses, the ALTO server has to lookup the provisioned link capacities and calculate the average links’ load.

Caching of the calculated data-routing cost values is an important consideration in ALTO servers handling high number of user queries. An operator of an ALTO server might want to re-use the calculated cost value, when the data path is between the PIDs, for which cost was calculated recently. Once calculated, the ORC and HRC values can be cached for as long as there are no network topology changes and loadbased routing is not used. However, the PRB cost value is valid only for a short time. The value changes when the next observation of network links utilization is completed.

The current version of the ALTO protocol does not define the interface between ALTO servers running in different ISP networks [6]. At the same time, it is worth to consider, how each of the different cost metrics would interoperate, once the interface is standardized. The HRC metric is the easiest to interoperate with, since it is derived strictly from the network’s topology. When a data-path crosses several ISP networks, the composite metric is the sum of individual metrics from each ISP’s network. In a similar manner, the PRB composite metric is equal to the minimal value of all metrics in each ISP network. Of all the three metrics, the ORC is the least interoperable due to two reasons. First, not all networks use OSPF as their IGP, and other widespread IGPs (e.g., IS-IS, EIGRP) have incompatible cost metrics. Second, the cost value of each OSPF link is derived as a ratio with the reference bandwidth [17].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Tests to evaluate the different cost metrics were carried out using the CORE network emulator [10]. The test network topology was adapted from an industry’s whitepaper [19]. The test network contains 96 user-nodes divided into 16 groups (PIDs) of 6 nodes. In the tests, user-nodes are connected to the network using Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology. This is done by
connecting each group of users to a Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM), which in turn is connected to a Broadband Network Gateway (BNG). Every BNG is connected to two DSLAMS, and all BNGs are connected in a ring topology. Links between the users and DSLAMs were provisioned with 10 Mbps capacity, and links between the DSLAMs and BNGs were provisioned with 30 Mbps capacity, giving the DSLAMs an oversubscription ratio of 1:2.

The impact of ALTO on users’ QoE is evaluated by observing two objective multimedia streaming quality parameters [20]: start-up delay and playback continuity index. In addition to the parameters impacting user’s experience, this work also considers data traffic localization and the multimedia server’s load reduction. In previous works using the ASpath length as a cost metric [11]–[14], one of the goals of using ALTO was to localize the data traffic to the originating AS. This work considers data traffic localization to the BNG connecting a user to the rest of the network.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Start-up Time

The comparison is started by measuring the average startup time of P2P clients when using different cost metrics. The observed average start-up time based on the number of users and background data-traffic levels is show in Fig. 1. In both use cases, lines indicate the average start-up time using each cost-metrics at the indicated traffic level.

![Fig. 1. Average start-up time in Live and VoD use-cases with different background data traffic levels.](image)

Fig. 1 shows that the start-up time increases together with the increasing number of users and background traffic levels. However, start-up time is not affected by the cost-metric, as lines representing each individual metric are all clustered together. The reason for this is two-fold. First, peers in P2P systems make requests to download data based on the data availability. Only if several peers have the same data, can then they be ranked with the help of ALTO. In this case, as soon as the multimedia server indicates that it has new data available, all users request this data, regardless of the cost metric assigned to the source node. The second cause of the indifference in the cost metric is the design of the experiments. In the experiments, all nodes running P2P software started at the same time (flash-crowd arrival). The reasons for choosing this method of nodes arrival are two. First, it is the hardest use-case for P2P streaming systems and hence the results show worst-case scenarios. Second, such nodes arrival pattern is experienced by content delivery networks during high demand periods, such as beginning of sport events or release of popular TV-series.

B. Playback Continuity

Next, this work considers how using different cost metrics impact the Playback Continuity Index (PCI) of multimedia in P2P clients. The reference “No ALTO” use-case is shown in Fig. 2a. The remaining three sub-figures each depict PCI for different cost metrics.

![Fig. 2. Playback Continuity Index (PCI) for each cost-metric based on number of users, usage scenario and background traffic levels.](image)

The comparison is started with the VoD use-case. In the reference “No ALTO” case, the playback index gradually decreases, as the number of users in the network increases. The HRC and ORC metrics perform very similarly, with the playback continuity index above 0.65 for all numbers of users. The PRB performs worse, but still better than the reference “No ALTO” case. It is important to note, that the HRC and ORC metrics perform equally well in all background traffic levels, while the performance of PRB method decreases, as the background data-traffic levels increase. Continuing with the Live use case, it can be seen from Fig. 2, that the different cost metrics have little impact on the playback continuity index.

C. Data Traffic Localization

Next, this paper considers how ALTO impacts data transmissions localization. Here localization means influencing users to exchange P2P data with other users connected to the same BNG. Localization of data transmissions is important to ISPs, because it reduces the amount of data that traverses the operator network. Fig. 3 shows the average number of data messages received by each P2P user based on the origin of data pieces, and usage scenario for each cost metric. Here, “Local” refers to the data pieces received from the users connected to the
same BNG, and "Remote" - to data pieces received from users connected to other BNGs and not the streaming server.

Fig. 3 shows, that in both Live and VoD scenarios, using the ORC and HRC metrics increase the number of data pieces received from the users connected to the same BNG. However, the PRB metric is not as effective at localizing data traffic. Comparing the VoD (Fig. 3a) and Live (Fig. 3b) use cases, it is important to note the different vertical scales. Taking the HRC metric as an example: each user received on average 373 data pieces from other users connected to the same BNG in Live use case, compared to 2314 data pieces in VoD use case. This further reinforces our argument, that in Live usecase, peers receive most of the data from the streaming server, reducing the utility of ALTO.

**Fig. 3. Average number of data messages received by users based on the communications peer location, use-case and cost metric.**

**VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

This work proposes three methods (HRC, ORC and PRB) to derive the ALTO data-routing cost metric. The proposed methods were implemented in an ALTO server and tested in an emulated network with up to 50 users performing P2P-assisted multimedia streaming. The experiments show that in the VoD use-case, HRC and ORC methods performed best. Using these methods, users in the test network experienced playback continuity index above 0.65 for all network sizes.

However, among the two methods, HRC is preferred, due to being independent of the IGP used in the ISP network and allowing easier interoperability. While the experiments presented here indicate, that the HRC is the preferred method for deriving the data-routing cost metric, several questions remain open. In this work, the experiments were based on a single network topology, with all P2P users arriving at the start of each experiment: In a future work, we plan to test the impact of ALTO in a wider range of network topologies and with different user arrival and departure patterns. The next open question is which methods can be used to increase the QoE for users streaming Live multimedia.
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